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Emanui.



The Emanui design team aims 
to combat the lack of 
alternative solutions for 
dealing with menstruation and 
has devoted its energy to 
breaking the taboo around 
menstruation, promoting the 
use of menstrual cups and 
creating an environmentally 
conscious company.

About



Designed for  
Everyday Use

Find privacy and comfort whenever you need 
to empty your cup, no matter where you are. 
An Emanui menstrual cup sanitizer is light 
and portable, which gives you complete 
freedom in all situations. 

Reduce your footprint. No need to purchase 
disposable cleaning products to keep your 
cup clean. With Emanui, you'll take better 
care of your silicone cup, and it will 
accompany you for years to come. No 
materials are tested on animals and never 
will.



Emanui is the 1st portable 
cleaner and steriliser. Always 
with you on the go. 
Your period's best companion.

Not Only 
a Menstrual 
Cup Cleaner



Safe materials, 
conscious design, 
planet care 
Needs only a small amount of 
water. Does not require any 
soaps, chemicals or cleaning 
solutions which can cause 
irritation and increase the risk 
of vaginal infections.



Exercising, swimming, 
traveling, partying and even 
camping on your period is no 
longer a problem. With 
Emanui Cleaner and 
Steriliser, you can clean your 
cup anywhere you are. 

Clean your cup 
everywhere



Tailored for 
your health

Respect your body. The Emanui cup sterilizer 
is made of safe medical-grade silicone. 
Menstrual cup cleaning with no additional 
cup wash. Certified by the Polish Public 
Health Institute. 

With Emanui, you do not need any detergents 
or cleaning solutions, and you can clean your 
cup with just a litle bit of water in less than 1 
minute. Emanui Cleaner and Steriliser for 
Menstrual Cups is small, portable, 
lightweight and very easy to use. It is perfect 
for cleaning your menstrual cup on the go. 



Thanks to Emanui, you can also 
easily and thoroughly sterilise 
your cup in a microwave oven. It 
takes only 3 minutes and kills a 
lot of harmful bacteria and 
germs. Sterilise your cup at 
home, work or your friend’s 
house and do not worry anymore 
about proper hygiene. 

What is more



Easily sterilise your cup in a 
microwave. It takes only 3 

minutes!  

Sterilise Clean

You can clean your cup 
with just a little bit of 

water in less than 1 minute!  



contact@emanui.com

Contact us!


